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Student Court rejects call for new ·voting
By Kevin Thompson
Last week' s Student Government
presidential election outcome wiJl
stand as a result ofa ruling Wednesday
by Student Court.
Charles R. "Rusty" Webb, Madison
junior and presidential candidate, and
running mate Joseph Caro, Huntington sophomore, had requested a hearing before the court and had asked for a
new election.
They said they thought the election

had been conducted unfaidy.
In ruling against Webb and Caro,
Max D. Lederer Jr., Lock port, N.Y.,
senior and chief justice of tudent
Court, cited five precedents set by state
and federal courts that were used in
reaching a decision .
To get a new election, Webb would
have had to prove that the Student
Government election commissioners
intended to conduct an unfair election
and that the number of fraudu lent

votes would have had an effect on the
election outcome.
After the hearing Webb said, "I think
the court wa very fair in their
decision."
In hie closing argument, Webb said
Robert Bennett, South Charleston
freshman and head election commis•
sioner, had shown bias in conducting
the election and that irregularities had
occurred at t he Univer ity Heights polling place.

As examples, Webb said polls there
had been closed early and said votes
had been taken over the telephone.
Bennett, the defendant in the hearing , denied that any of the commissioners had b n biased and said steps were
taken to remedy the situation at University Heights by going door-to-door
to allow r ident to vote who were not
able to earlier because of the early closing of the polls.
He denied that any votes were taken
over the phone.

- -..,.=-.- - - - - ·Manchin finds elect/on tactics

distressing, 'grossly wrong'
By Lruikie Pinson

In the shade
The warm, sunny weather gives these two people lhe chance to gel outside of the llbrary to
do their reading. Photo by Jeff Seager

"It's all eo very wrong. It's h a rd to believe."
Secretary of State A . J amee Manchin shook
h ie head as he s pok e of the recent Marshall
Student Government election, terming alleged
election violationB "grossly wrong" and saying
he ie "grieved".by them.
The Student Government Election Commission has been charged with accepting vote
over the telephone and closing the polls early at
University Heights.
Chief Election Commissioner Robert Bennett
has denied that votes were taken over th
phone, but acknowledged that polling places at
University Heights were closed early.
Manchin was on campus Wednesday to
rel:eive an honorary membership from the
Alph a Ka ppa Psi business fraternity.
"After reviewing the Marshall University
election I'm distressed at two basic points," he
said.
" One, under no circumstances should any
vote ever be taken over the telephone, 'he said.
"No one has any way of knowing if the person
on the other end of the line ha the authority to
vote, or who is actually voting.
"Secondly, you have a ep cified amount of
hours in which every Marshall studen t has a
righ t to participate. And if students came to
vote at six o'clock and poll were closed, they
were denied thei r rights," he said.
Manchin cited a recent election at and Fork
in Gilmer County.

"They closed the polls an hour early. There
was a new election held because the polls closed
ea rly," he said .
"Anytime there's injustice, anyone who cares
should speak out again t it," he said. "That's
why I speak.·•
He aid that if "one person was denied the
right to vote, that was one person too many.
And no one ever should take votes over a tele·
phone," looking at the ky ae he emphasized
the word "ever."
He said he thinks Marshal] deser ves a "more
closely supervised student election ."
" Any election held in a school serves ae a
showcase," he said . " This i the training
ground for citizenship. If they learn to conduct
an election like that at our university and col·
lege campuses, what can we expect in the future
elections?"
Manchin aid he thought th validity of the
el ction should be left to university officials
and student leadership who should give it
" clo e scnitiny and careful con ideration.
"These are more than just technicalities , they
go to the very heart of our elective process," he
said.
Foll owing Marshall's Oct. 15 student elec·
tion, Manchin said he was" hocked." at reports
of pos ible bias shown by poll worker .
It was then reported that some poll workers
had given information about the dead week
proposal to voters at the polling places. Manhin aid this wa11 a violation and offered to
help out in future elections.

Incidents occur during Easter break

Holderby residents report 11 ·thefts
By Carol An ne Turn er
and Chri Morris
Holderby Hall residents report.ed 11 thefts over Easter
weekend, according to Investigator R. N. Huff, Marshall
security officer.
About $3,600 worth of st.ereo equipment and textbooks
were reported' missing, Huff said.
He eaid eight roomsofthefirst three floors of the residence
hall were entered sometime over the weekend. The entry did
not a ppear to be forced and the Security Office is investigating the possibility that a master key was used to enter t he
rooms, Huff said.
J ohn Price, Beckley freshman , said he had a cassette
deck , tum table and receiver ta ken from his third-floorroom.
He val ued the equipment at $750.

Three residents of the second floor also said they had
stereo equipment stolen . The students were Scott Hathaway, Parkersbu rg freshman ; teven B. ogor, t. Albans
freshman; and Rusty Anderson, hnrleston freshman .
"Lack of security was the definite problem," Hathaway
said. He said he lost $1,500 worth of equipment.
Ander on said, '1t was a well-planned job and they had to
have used a key. It was strange no one sa w them leave the
building with a ll that equipment."
Th e were just the latest of a number of t hefts in Hol•
derby. Earlier in the sem ester , a residen t of th e second floor
was robbed at gu npoi nt. O nly t hree weeks ago, two resident
were a lso h eld at gunpoi nt an d robbed of moTf' t ha n 150.
Accordin g to the Sec urity Office, those incident a re under
investigation and all pa wn shop in the area have been
alert d .

Thieves attempt
to rob machines
Pinball machines in the game room
of th Memorial Student Center were
broken into early Wedne day morning,
according to Investigator R. N. Huff,
Marshall ecu rity officer.
He said another security officer
enter d the game room at about 3:30
a.rn . to find two individ uals apparently
attempting to fil l a duffle bag with the
coins from the machines, Huff said .
The individiual fled, leaving the duffl e bag and the coins.
The Security Office aid about $50
worth of damage was done to the
machines. Hu ff said the incident is
under investig ation.
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As
a child, polio could not stop him;
Dr. Hoback: as a teacher, a wheelchair does not either
By Pam Owens

"You wouldn't be worth two cents e.e
a ditchdigger, but with education the
sky is the limit."
That was what a physician said to
Dr. John H. Hoback, chemistry professor and senior faculty member, when
Hoback was a victim of polio at the age
of six.
Hoback he.e been teaching from a
wheelchair since about 1965 when he
had a bad fall. Before that, Hoback
said he walked with a cane after he
stopped using crutches during his
senior year of high school.
And the difficulties apparently have
not hurt Hoback's attitude about life
and teaching.
"He is a friendlier, more outgoing
person than the average person," Dr.
James E. Douglass, chairman of the
chemistry department, said. "Generally, be has a very sunny, optimistic
attitude."
Hoback said he overcame hie difficulties in elementary school by studying at home for one year and by
attending classes for half a day the following year.
"I picked up half a year and got
double-promoted in grade school and
at the time I went t.o Huntington High,
I picked up another half a semester so I
entered.Marshall a year early at 16," he
said.
After receiving hie bachelor's and
masters degrees from Marshall,
Hobacle attended West Virginia University t.o study for hie doctorate. He
became a full-time Marshall employee
iii September, 1945.
Since Hoback began teaching, he
said he has seen a lot of students, having taught at least 4,000.
"I've seen many second generations:
fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, and so forth,'' he said. "So far, t.o
my knowledge, I have not had any
grandchildren. I'm looking forward to
it any time."
Hoback said he notices the maturity
of students as opposed to their intelligence or knowledge.
"Older students know where they are
going," he said. "Freeh-out-of-highschool students- are uncertain as to
what they want to do in life.
"The greatest joy any teacher has is

BNAI SHOLOM COIIIGREGATION now meet•
Ing It th• Tempi■ It 10th Ave. a 1oth St. Rabbi
Fred Winger. 522-2980. S■l'Ylc■1: Frld ■y night at
7:45 p.m. and Saturday morning at 9 1.m.
BETHEL TEMPLE ASSEMBLY OF GOD 9th SL
& 9th Aw. 523-3505. Laird Fain, Pulor. Stn'lce■
Sunday Momlnt: AduH Wo,-hlp Service, T-■n
Church and Chlldr_,, "Sup•" Church-101.m.;
Sunday Ew■nlng Choir Practlce-5:30 p.m.; Wor•
1hlp S■ rvloe-7 p.m. Thur■d ■y Evening: F■mlly
Night: AduH Bible Sarvloe, Te■n Church and
Chlldr_, ■ ■pec:111 ■an,Jce■ 7:30 p.m.
CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH 1202 5th Ave.
525-7727. Dr. H1rold E. Simon•, Mlril ■l■r. S.rvtce ■: Sunday morning church IChool-9:30 a.m.;
worlhlp HrYlce-10:45 a.m.; Youth group,, Sunday evening, Bibi ■ Study, Wednlldiy-7:30 p.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST 21th St. & Flnt A¥t. 522•
OTI 7. Donald Wright. Mlnllt«. 8■rvlce9: SUnday
Bibi. Stud)r-9:45 a.m.; Morning Wonhlp-10-.30
a.m.; Evening Wonhlp-7 p.rn. Tr-port■ tlon
provided.
FIFTH AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH 51h Ave. II
121h St. 523-0115. Dr. R.F. Smith, Jr., S■nlor
Mlnl■ter. Fr«l■rlck UWII, Auodata Mlnl■tw.
Sunday Sinton: 9:30 1.m •• co11111, Bible Cl-;
10:45 a.m.•Wor■hlp S■nlce, 7 p.m.-Youlh Fellow■tllp; Wldnlldap: 5:30 p.m.-Dlnn• r■■ ••
fftlon■ ; 8:30 p.m.-Semln• with Dr. Smith.

when they find a recent success of one
of their former students," he said. "I
have them scattered around the
faculty, through the school systems,
and certainly through the medical profession here at Marshall"
Dr. Edward S. Hanrahan, dean of
the College of Science, said it is nice to
have someone around who knows so
much about campus history.
"lf you want to know what a room
was built for, ask Hoback and he can
tell you," he said.
During Ho back's teaching career, he
said the most dramatic period was in
the fall of 1946 "when we got hit with
the returning G le from World War II.
"That fall I lectured in Old Main

Auditorium to a class of 250 and we
had a freshman enrollment of 600 in
chemistry," he said.
"Students returning from World War
II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam
War were extremely dedicated and
experienced students," he said.
Not only have changes occurred in
students throughout Hoback's career,
but the campus has undergone
changes as well
"We have expanded our physical
facilities ," he said. "I think we have
always done a marvelous job with our
limited budget. I think if there ever was
any criticism made of us, I think it's
we've spread ourselves too thin and
tried to do too much."

Dr. John H. Hoback, professor of chemistry, lecture,
to a cla11 In the Science Bulldlng Auditorium.
FIRST PRESBYTER IAN CHURCH 1015 5th Awe.
523-8478. Dr. Lynn Temple Jon11, Dr. Edward
W. DOMII, Rev. Donlkl R. Welgla,-Pulore.
Sunday morning wor■ htp.10:50 a.m.; Sund■y
evening program,-8 p.m.; Church ■ chool
c l - ••9:30 a.m. ■acti Sunday; Sanctuary choir
reh•l'NII l ■d by Loi■ Sk■n•-7 p.m. e ■ch Wed•
nlld ■y; For 1pecl ■I blbl11tudy grou1>9 w■ ek·
da)II, call the church offloe. Sponaorlng church
for Pr•byt■rt ■n Manor. 120 bed 11dll ■d c••
he■llh f■clllly and Rlvl!rvl- M■ nor Ap1rtm ■nt1.
GJIACE GOSPEL CHURCH 1159 Ad11111

Avenue, PO Boa: 9128 Hunllnglon, WV 25704. '
Rr1. Wllll ■m J. Rudd, Pulor; Lucky Sh.pherd,
A•lllant Putor; Rew. Tom H.clg11, Chrl1ll1n
Educ ■llon and Youth; Luther w. Hollav, Ylllt■•
tlon Mlnllter, Sunday Morning Stn'lot and Sun•
d■ y School-10 a.m.; Evening S■rwlce-7 p.rr_;
Wadnnd■y Night Service and Pr■y■r Stn'lce7:30 p.m.; Choir Thur■day Nlghl-7:30 p.rn. DIii·
A-D...otlon (anytime d,y or night) 525-11811.

GOOD NEWS BAPTIST CHU1fH 2128 5th
Ave. Pa,t■r; J■ mle Pin call. ■• Sund ■, School
Superlnlendlnt: Olan Harl••· Mullc Dlr■c
lor: Tim Chrllll ... Bua Dlr ■c:tOf: Delbert
Adklna(523-1158) . Sunday morning Hrtlc»10 a.m. Sunday nlghl HfVlce' • 7 p.m. Wadnncfay night HfVlce 7 p.m. A fund■mental
church, d■dCllld to the lllthful ■xpo1Hlon
ol Gocll ln1n1nt word.
HIGHLAWN BAPTIST CHURCH 21th Str■-t
and Collll Ave. 522,1212. Jim Franklin, Pntor.
Terry J - , Mlnl■t■r of Youth. Jody Vaughn,
Mlnl■t■r of Mu■lc. S■rvlce: Sund ■y School-9:45
a.m .; Morning Worahlp-11 a.m.; Evening
Wol'9hlp-7 p.m.; Manhlll 1tuclent1 home ,_y
from home to wor■hlp and f■llowlhlp.

HIGHLAWN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 2815
com, An. 522-11178. Or. R. J■ckaon Hag ■, P■■•
lor. S■rwlcn: Sunday School-9:45 ■ .m.; Morning
Wordtlp-11 1.m.; College youth In hom• on
Sunday evenlnge. WednHday aupp•-6 p.m.
■ nd Blble aludy-8:30 p.m.
JOHNSON MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH 5th Av ■nue al 10th Slr■■t . 525-8116.
F. Emereon Wood, Sanlor Pulor. J■rty Wood,
Dorca1 Conrad, ■nd Dick Harold, Aaochlle
P■■tors. Sunday Worahlp-8:451.m. and 11 a.m.;
Church School-Coll ■g, Cl-■ -9:45 1.m.
MARSHALL CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 1609
Fifth Avenue, 525◄811. Fr. M ■rk V. Angelo,
O.F.M. Sund ■y Maa .. 11 a.m. ■nd 5:30 p.m.;
Mon. Thure. and Fri.Ma•.. 4 p.m.; WICI. M111-9
p.m.
.NORWAY AVE. CHURCH OF CHRIST. 1400
Norway .A n. A van provld• lraneportallon to
■net from carnpu, lor 1H aervlc■1. Call 523-9233
or 525-3302 lor more d■talll . Colleg ■ Bibi ■
cl-■• fflNt on SUndly at 9:30 ■ .m. and WIClnud■y ■venlng at 7:30 p.m. D■ votlon ■I on c■m•
pu■, Mond ■y 7 p.m. In Room 2W37 ol the
M■mOfl ■I Student C■ nt■r. Everyone I• welcome.
Call Bum■y Baggett, c■mpu■ mlnl■t■r, lor mor■
dll.llll.

OTTERBEIN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
2044 Fifth A¥e. J. Wllll■m Dlmoa1, P■■tor. WO!'•

lhlp S■rvtc:,a.t:30 1.m.; Church School-10:30
1.m. (ct-■• lor coll ■g■ ■tud-,t1 ...a11M111).
Sund ■ r ev ■ nlng-7 p.m.; Youlh F■ llowlhlp
Sunday-a p.m. Within •■Uclng dl■t ■nce from MU
dorme.

Despite Hoback'e difficulties and the
changes in the campus environment,
Douglass and Hanrahan both said
Hoback is well-liked by the students
and appears to enjoy his job. Hoback
relates very well with both the students
and faculty, they said.
During his off-hours, Hoback said he
enjoys classical music and traveling.
In the spring 9f 1979, Hoback took a
leave of absence and traveled around
the world on the S.S. Rotterdam, he
said.
Hoback said he plans to continue
teaching at Marshall as long as his
health permits and as long as a position is available.

Photo by Merla Dawson Broome,

SIXTEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH 11147
Ninth An. Huntington, W"I Virginia 25703.
Tranaport■tlon provided by requHt, phone Mr■ .
Brown 522 -2830. Sunday School-9:30 1.m.;
Sunday Morning Worlhlp-11 a.m.; Sunday
Evening Wor■ hlp-7:30 p.m.; Mid-Week Pr■yer•
Wednefday-7:30 p.rn. Putor. R■war■nd L ■wln
Wllll ■m, (O.D.), Ch ■lr-De■con: Le■ C. Scott,
Church Ctwk: Mrs. Georgl ■ W. Scott, A•od ■le
Minister. Reva...,d Jerry B. Madkin■ .

ST. LUKE UNITED METHODIST 7th Ave. Ind
20th StrNI. 525-8336. Pa,tor • Dan John110n.
Sunday S1rvlc■1 : 9:00 ■.m .; Holy Communion:
9:30 1.m.; Sund■ y School • Coll ■ge ClaH: 10:45
a.m.; Wor■ hlp-(Slgnlng for the D■■f)•5 p.m.
FREE S11pp■r ■nd coll ■ge Fellowlhlp

SOUTH SIDE · UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH-1882 13th Aw. Ne.- M.U. Pulor,
Larry Albright, Phona525·158-4, Sunday School:
9:45 1.m;Momlng S■rvlo■: 11:00 a.m.; Evening
S■rvlce: 7:00 p.m.; Wldnlld ■y Evening Blble
Study: 7:00 p.m.

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH 520 11th St.
5211-&084. R.... Robert L. Thom•. Rector: R....
D ■wld W. Sall•, ■ulllant. Holy Communlon--1
a.m.; F■mlly Euch•llt-9 un.; Church Sdlool10 a.m.; Worlhlp S■ rvlc•11 a.m.
TWENTIETH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH 20th
St. and 5th AYI. 5~82'. Rev. NIii W. Hoppe,
Pa■lor. S■ rwlce: Sunday Morning Wonhlp-10:45
■ .m.; Sunday Ew■nlng S■rvlce-7 p.m.; WldnN•
da, Ewenlng Prlyar S■ nlc:.-7 p.rn.
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·F OR THE RECORD
Student Government needs direction
Throughout her campaign for student body
president, Jennifer Fraley repeatedly said she
was not a puppet of former Student Body President Marc E. Williams. She claimed she had her
own ideas on how to run Student Govemement
and help students in the process.
We hope she is right.
We hope she can get something accomplished
during the year she is student body president.
Unlike Williams', we hope her platform will
represent issues she will tackle instead of hollow promises.

We hope she will appoint persons to university committees and boards who are qualified
because of their credentials and interest and not
because of their personal relationship or Greek
affiliation with the student body president.
We hope she, unlike Williams, will respect the
idea that students have a right to participate in

the desicion-ma king process especially when it
involves them. We h ope that, unlike Williams,
she will vote in favor of students' right to attend
meetings where decisions may be made.
We hope that she has learned a better way to
conduct Student Government elections. In the
two elections during Williams' term, one blatant election rule violation a fter anothe r
occurred. Student Government took no action
on any of the violations except to close its eyes
to the charges. By appointing independent election officers instead of "yes men," Fi-aley can
avoid Williams' embarassment.
We hope she has learned how to organize her
administration according to the constitution it
was based upon -· that of the United States.
Instead of trying to change t he balance of powers this country was founded on as Williams
attempted, perhaps she can organize Student

Government in a way that will benefit all.
Most of all we hope she will remember that
only half the student body could participate in
her election. Of those eligible, only 22 percent
actually voted. Most of the students who voted
did not support Fraley, but voted against her.
Fraley can take pride she won, but sh e should
remember that only about on e out of ten students actually voted for her. Fraley's position is
one most students have no interest in.
Con sidering that in the last year Student
Government accom plished virtually notning
positive and mismanaged everything from elections to cabinet appointments, it is little wonder
students are turned off.
We wish Fraley the best of luck. We can only
hope that her term will be different than that of
the former president. Marshall needs a students
body president who is not self-serving, but
student-serving.

BOR needs to make engineering school decision
The West Virginia Board of Regents decided
in 1972 to phase out Marshall's engineering
school. Poor facilities, underqualified faculty
and lack of student interest were cited as reasons for the decision.
The termination of the school left Marshall
with a two-year pre-engineering curriculum and
an associate degree program in engineering
technology offered through the Community
College. The latter was canceled by the Community College in 1978.
In April 1981, after 20,000 signatures were
sent to Secretary of State A. James Manchin
proposing the re-establishment of the engineer-

ing school , the Board of Regents hir ed a
research company to look into the possibility.
The study was to have been completed by last
fall.
But because of one r~ason or another, the
study and the company's recommendations
have been delayed time and time again . Marshall has yet to hear the verdict.
The latest excuse was lack of census figures.
This seems a valid reason. But after more than a
year, we must begin to wonder just how serious
the BOR is about this study.
Questions were raised last spring as to
whether the BOR decided to take on the study

for its merit and for Marshall's benefit, or
merely to appease and stifle those voices asking
for an engineering school at Marshall.
As the months go by and no action is being
taken, this possibility is becoming more and
more credible. We hope this is not true and the
BOR has Marshall's and West Virginia's welfare in mind. But we have to wonder.
The BOR needs to make a decision . Either
rebuild Marshall's engineering program or discard the re-establishment plan. Leaving the
question up in the air does not help the BOR,
Marshall University or the citizens of West
Virginia.

LETTERS POLICY

Not all SGA represent~tives
approve handling of election
I

· Several Student Government representatives
paid a visit to The Parthenon Wednesday, but
th ey did not come to complain. They came to
pra ise.
Obvious to say we were quite shocked. It is a
rare day when people praise The Parthenon and
even rarer when it comes from Student Government officials.
They thanked us for calling for a new election
and pointing out voting violations that took
place in last week's election.
The representatives explained they were not
of the clique that so characterizes Student
Government anymore. They said they were
invoJved in Student Government because they
truly wanted to represent the students.
They said they wanted Student Government
to support policies that would help students and
not policies that would further the personal
interests of their fellow politicians.
They said they wanted to support policies
that would make Student Government a viable
organization an.d not policies that bring shame
and embarrassment to Marshall students.
It is a shame this attitude is not more prevelant in Student Government. If it was, perhaps
Student Government would be an organization
in which students took real interest. Unfortunately, Student Government is not the associa-

tion its name claims.
Student Government has become an orga nization run by a clique of Greek brothers who
care more about how their involvement looks on
a resume than about their fellow students.
It has become an organization whose leaders
care more about pretending to be the big brass
on campus than helping a student get better
living conditions.
It has become an organization whose leaders
care more about shaking the hand of a prominant politician or sitting down with university
bigwigs than helping off campus and commuter
students secure parking around the university.
We do not believe all the students involved in
Student Goverment are promoters of their own
interests. In fact, we hope and pray there are
many like the two who came to our offices. Without them, we would have no hope at all for Student Government.
And WP. have hope.
We urge the representatives who truly are
interested in their fellow students to continue
their efforts. As for the others, those of the
machine, we realize there will always be deadwood and glory seekers in government. We can
only hope they graduate soon or the students of
Marshall vote them out of office at their earliest
opportunity.

The Parthenon welcomes letters concerning the Marshall University community. All letters to the editor must be signed
a nd i nclud e t h e add r ess a n d phone
nu mber of the a uthor.
Letters must be typed and no lo nger
than 200 words. Letters must be submitted
between the hours of noon and 5 p.m.
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Medical school dean
optimistic enrollment
will jump next year
By Terri Bargeloh

Window to the world
The appearance of the grounds around the Science Building
is already beginning to change less than a week after the
formal groundbreaking ceremonies.

" It was totally comprehensive."

The dean of the School of Medicine
said he is optimistic the school will con•
tinue to receive full accreditation this
summer and that the number of students admitted will be increased from
36 to 48 students for the fall term.
A four-member, fact-gathering team
from the Liaison Committee on Medical Education, part of the American
Medical Association, examined the
school March 7-10. Their report will be
presented. to the full LCME and the
medical school will be notified in late
June if it receives continued accreditation, Dr. Robert W. Coon, dean of the
medical school, said.
The last accreditation examination
of the school was last year but was
granted for only a short period since
Marshall's medical -school was young
and still in the developing stages, Coon
said.
He said the team's study covered virtually every aspect of the school. Stud en ts, faculty and members of
administration were interviewed, new
and present facilities toured, departments and programs analyzed and the
school's finances examined.
"Literally every aspect of our medical program was involved," Coon said.

He said in an informal, verbal diecuesioa with the team mem here regarding their findings, they said they were
quite pleased and complimentary of
the school's progreee.
"I am quite optimistic," he said,
"Thie accreditation ie very important
to our program."
If the school receives accreditation, it
will acknowledge Marshall ae a legitimate medical school as well as allow
the number of entrants to the medical
,program to increase by 12.
"We can operate more cost efficiently
if we can make better use of our staff,"
Coon said. "To do this, we need to put
more students in their classrooms."
He said if accreditation is granted, a
number of qualified applicants who
have not been admitted might receive
that opportunity.
The 36 positions the school has for
the fall term were filled recently, said
Cynthia A. Chapman, assistant dean
of medical school admissions. She said
her office received 787 applications for
the fall term, 218 in-state and ~9 outof-state applications.
"If we are in a position to get new
students, we'll fill those positions,"
Coo~ said.
·

Lookwhats cookin'at

N
New!
Our Half O' Pound

CARRY..OUT - DRIVE-THRU

DinnerAnd H>ur

mmlQ

TastyToppings!

H EADQUARTERS
STORE HOURS
Monday-Saturday 10 AM til Midnight
Sunday - 1 PM til Midnight

CALL
DRI VE
· A H EA D -OR THRU

Kegs of 8 -eer

.

DISPENSING EOUIPM.ENT
AVAILAB LE FOR RENTAL

Stop in today and try our new tender 'n tasty Half O' Pound
Dinner! It's prepared just like you would at home, so it's extra
juicy and flavorful. We start with a tend~r ground beef patty,
charbroiled to your ordei; and serve it with your choice of four
delicious toppings. Choose melted cheddar cheese, fresh
sauteed mushrooms, onions, or green peppers. Plus french fries
(or baked potato after 5PM), warm toasted grecian bread,
and all the hot homemade soup and garden fresh salad you care
to eaL Try our Half O' Pound Dinner now and get your choice
of the four toRpings at no extra cost. It's our newest way of saying,
''Thank you for coming to Shoney's'.'

· 2123 Fifth Ave.
1700 Washington Ave.,W.
5176 Route 60 East ·
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Spring is upon us and The Parthenon is highlighting
the season with spring features. This special section
includes the latest in men 's and women 's fashions , accessories and hairstyles displayed in copy and pictures. The
Parthenon also focuses on tanning booths, sun seekers
and people who enjoy the outdoors. An indepth story on
outdoor recreational fac,lities available for students
withm an hour's drive w,JJ be featured. The story gives
details about parks and lakes in the Huntington area
designed for recreation.
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Spring fever
A person's thoughts turn toward
fun, recreation and white water
By Bart Norris

Two membe,. of the Ma'8hall swim
team employ a transportation system which might be considered a
1trenuous way to travel for many
1tudenta. The man In front 11 using

one of the moat popular mean• of
travel for aprlng weather, a bicycle,
according to Dave Burdick, owner
of the Huntington Blcycle Center.
Photo by Sandra Walker

With spring weather finally beginning to prevail and summer just
around the comer, students' thoughts
•frequently tum to areas other than studies. And just as education plays an
important role in college life, so does
fun and recreation in the great
outdoors.
But this year, the warm weather
doesn't necessarily mean going to the
beach, a Huntington businessman
said.
"Spring is of a different type this
year," Henry Chandler, owner of the
Camp Sit.e, an outdoors specialty shop,
said. ''The economy cuts down drastically on travel and vacations."
He said likely vacation spots for this
spring and summer are stat.e parks. He
said another activity gaining popularity is white water sports like rafting
and canoeing. To get to the fast water,
Chandler said be thinks backpacking
will be the way to travel.
''This spring will bring on a trend
toward natural sports, stressing the
multiple uses of nature in state and
national parks and streams," he said.
Chandler also cited the growth of
tubing, which is riding inner tubes
down whitewater streams, sailboarding and bang gliding.
"Sailboarding and hang gliding are
growing slowly in the Tri-State area,

but it pr,pbably will take some time for
them to really catch on," he said.
This individualistic approach for
sports has carried over into buying clothing and other personal accessories,
Chandler said.
However he said buyers are looking
for high quality, multiple use it.ems as
opposed to "faddish" ones and cit.ed
the once heavily-demanded ext.ernal
frame backpack as an example.
"Now you can hardly sell one,"
Chandler said. "The big demand now
is for internal frame packs which can
do double duty as a good piece of soft
luggage."
Clothing also shows the trend
toward practicality, he said.
"More and more buy~rs are turning
from the clunky, heavy hiking boot
and going to the softer, casual,
medium-height boot," he said.
Once a person is dressed, shoed and
properly geared for an adventure, the
logical step then would be to head for
the outdoors.
And the Huntington parks are ready,
Sandra Hatten, assistant director of
parks, said.
She said the parks are for the public
and considering the number of local
parks, there should be somewhere for
moat people to go.
However, the Ritter Park tennis
courts are being resurfaced and the
running path, although usable, is not
quit.e completed.
The upper portion of Ritter will close
each evening at dark, because the park
board does not have enough security
officers to patrol the area in the late
hours, Hatten said.
She said there have been problems in
the past about getting people to leave
the park at closing time.
"It would help a great deal if people
would start observing the posted park
hours," she said.
Hatten said people generally do not
take much interest in the upkeep of the
grounds but that attitude appears to be
improving.
"The parks do belong to the people
and they should take care of them," she
said. ''We have a good maint.enance
staff, but they can't do it all."

In addition to the paths of the parks
being used for joggers, they may also
serve as trails for bicyclists.
Dave Burdick, owner of the Huntington Bicycle Center, said the sales of
bicycles in spring show the popularity
of both the sesaon and the vehicle.
"Spring is the big season for bicycles
of all types," he said. "But, for the
money, the t.en-speed bike is probably
the best.

People may find many reasons to get out Into the
great outdoo'8 when the weather 1tarta getting nice.

of team frlabee aa their excuH to venture Into the
warm weather. Wonder If he caught the frlsbee?
Photo by Lee HIii

This group of atudents uHd the Intramural program
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" Bicycles are the only efficient
means Qf transportation available
today," Burdick said. "It's healthful,
fun and in the city, it's the quiet.est and
quickest way to get around."
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Ultraviolet tanning booths safe, doctor says

Tan fans return to booths anti_c ipating summer fun
said. ''They (tanning booths) will start
a tan," he said. "They won't really tan
you like the sun will, but they will give
The tanning booth craze of last year you a good start."
has only faded awayforthewinter, but
Fisher said there would definitely be
tanning booths are back jn full heat for a noticeable tan after a few visits to a
the summer months, according to Greg tanning booth. "If you start out in a
Fisher, hairdresser at the Total Look tanning booth and then lay out in the
Hairstyling Salon, which owns and sun, you'll get a lot darker and more
operates two booths.
even tan," he said.
Fisher said the two booths were defiA tanning booth has the same affect
nitely in as much demand this year as on the skin as the sun and presents no
they were last year. "Our tanning threat of radiation, Fisher said. "It
booths are just as busy, if not busier, as dries and burrui like the sun," he said.
they were last year," he said.
Dr. William L. Neal, health director
He said because people want to get a at the Cabell-Huntington Health Cen•
good tan for the summer the seasonal ter, said if proper instructions are folpeak fo.r booths is usually about May. lowed, there should not be any trouble
However, as a fad, he said tanning at all
booths are at their peak now, but
"There is this to be said about this or
expects them to go down in a couple of any form of ultraviolet light," Neal
years. "I only expect them to last a cou- said. "Repeated exposure over periods
ple more years or so, because people of years naturally is not good for the
now al'e doing it for like a year or two," skin. It tends to make the skin age more
he said.
readily. Particularly as the years go by,
Fisher said one of the main reasons it tends to develop more moles, dark
salons, such as the Tanfastic Tanning spots, keratosis and cancer."
Salon and Fun-Tan and Trim Salon,
Neal said it is important to start the
closed was because tanning booths tanning process with very small doses,
were the heart of their business, and especially since a tanning booth uses
therefore it was hard for the salons to pure ultraviolet light - as compared to
survive in the off months.
the sun which emits a relatively small
Fisher said tanning booths use ultra- percentage of ultraviolet light, he said.
violet light as a tanning method. "It's
Neal said th at it does not really mat·
not bot or anything. It's just like a pur- ter whether a booth or the sun is used to
ple light, and you stand inside a little get a tan, as long as the rules are
cubical with four fluorescent lights in followed.
each comer," he said.
"A suntan depends pretty much on
People usually begin by standing the resistance of the skin of the perinside a booth between two or three son." Neal said., "As Jong as you follow
minutes, and eventually work their the·rules you shouldn't have anything
way up to a maximum ofl0 minutes, be to worry about."
·

By Shawn Holliday

B.J. Spradlln, of Total Look UnlNll Hair Sty11ng Salon In Pu Ridge Shupplng Cen!er, demonstrates one of thetr 1untan booths. Goggin are wom to
protect the eye,. Photo by Jeff Seager..

'

HELP WANTED- Customer needed to
fi ll vacant T-shirts. Fourty-two easy care
styles available at the
•
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SPRING:
By Tim Stephens
Don't put away that winter clothing
yet, there is more cold weather on the
way.
Below normal temperatures and
above average precipitation are
expected this spring, Bud Roche, of the
National Weather Service in Huntington, said.
"This year will be much cooler than
normal," Roche said. "It will be a large
contrast to last year's above average
temperatures, so far this year has been
about 12 degrees below normal," he
said.
Although Roche expects some above
average precipitation this year, April
is not any rainier than most other
months, he said.
"April has more rain than September and October, but that's about
it," Roche said.
He said it jWJt seems that it rains
more because it comes down all at once
in the form of thunderstorms.
The thunderstorms will be accom-

THE PARTHENON

Is it really here?
temperatures deceiving
panied by a lot of wind this spring,
Roche said.
"We will get a lot of wind the next
couple of months," he said.
"We get so much wind because we are
so close to contrasting air masses. Cold
air coming out the Great Lakes comes
in contact with warm air from the Gulf
of Mexico and causes a lot of wind."
Roche said.
The windy conditions combine with
thunderstorms to provide ideal conditions for tornadoes.
"We are in the tornado season right
now,'! Roche said.
In view of this, people should be
aware of the difference between a tornado watch and a warning.
Roche explained that a' tornado
watch means that conditions are right
for tornadoes or thunderstorms to
form. A warning means that a tornado
or thunderstorm has been sighted in
the immediate area.
"In a wat<'h, people should carry on
their normal activities and be alert; in

a warning they should get out of the
area immediately and take shelter,"
Roche said.
Besides the changes in weather psychological changes accompany the
new growth and rejuevenation of life ..
"From a psychological point of view,
spring is the biggest problem season,"
Dr. Joseph Wyatt, assistant professor
of psychology, eaid.
"More suicides occur during the
spring than in any other season,"

Wyatt said. "The reason may be that
depressed people eee other people outside enjoying themselves and they are
not."
For most people spring is an uplift,
he said.
Wyatt said there is excitement in the
air.
Students are looking forward to the
end of the semester and going home or
looking for summer jobs. Things start
to happen on campus.

FREE· PIZZA
• Buy a LARGE pan pizza & get any small
2 topping pizza ... FREEi
(Friday and Saturday only)

.

~

1555 3rd. Ave.

sis-46n

We want co cure cancer in your lifetime.

...

I

.

American Cancer Societvt

1

RESTflU84

You know it's SIDIII

38-44,

$1 25:

3rd

2050

when mad'aS
comes to town

Our all-cotton
madras sportcoat
collection features
those crisp, bright
patterns you
appreciate most.
Classically styled
for a casual elegance that gives
everything from
Jeans to dress slacks
a real touch of c lass.
Ours , in an excit ing
selection of colorful
patterns , sizes

,h

.:)'i

,

Ave.

Thursday and Friday
Nights
·

AUDIOMAT·I CS -:
Precision
Hair Cutting

our specialty

---------------·
$2. Off or a $4. I
I

styll ng vent brush
with any 1tyle cut for the month• of
Aprtl and May with tfll1 coupon and •
valid MU I.D.

I
I

I

---------------.1
Appointm - A..;lable But Not A Necauity

820
10th Street

•rry ■

523-8385

8 am - 8 p rn

__a__1le

IClJllll:I(•
FAMILY HAIR CENTER

.

Mon .- Fri.
8 am - 4:30 pm
Sat.

SUNBURST
I..A. ': :-t f TANNING SALON
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~i sunny days become more frequent and

spring fever mount$, students will begin
looking for differertt ways to till their leis•, u.re time.
'H untington and -the surrounding area
ofrer a number of parks and recreatio•nal
facilities for. a short study break or day-long
excursion.
The Huntington park system providea-.ev•
eral possibil_itics within 10 m~nutes of
campus.
Sunny warm days can nearly· alw e be
counted on to draw Marshall student. lo Ritter Park.
' ' <;z: , ..
Located on North Boulevard betweena4tlf
Street and Eighth Avenue, the park olfen ,,
tennis courts, picnic facilities, pathway:• for
joggers and hikers, an amphitheater, play•
ground app~ratus, and rose garden, ac!,?()rcl .
ing to Sandra G. Hatten, facilitfett d ·~.
.
for the Huntington Park Board.
" ·
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Continued from page 9

Park rules include closing hours and
no alcoholic beverages, Hatten said.
"This year we have started to close
the park at.6 p.m.," Hatten said. -"As
summer approaches these hours probably will be extended."
Hatten said closing hours were
established aft er nearby residents
complained of too much noise.
Land connected to Ritter Park on the
lower end off Memorial Boulevard comprises Memorial-and Kiwanis parks.
Facilities include Olympic Pool,
which opens May 29 and has a snack
bar and basketba_ll and volleyball
courts, Hatten said.
Sightseers might be interested in
Memorial Arch, a World War I monument honoring soldiers from Cabell
County. The arch, located at the intersection of West 11th Avenue and Memorial Boulevard, is listed on the
National Register of Historical Places.
Rotary Park, in the southeast hills
section of Huntington is being renovated. It consists of two baseball diamonds and picnic facilities.
A special feature of the park is a lookout tower which provides a view of
Huntington from above 291:h Street,
Hatten said.
St. Cloud Commons Park, the largest
recreational sports field complex in the
system, is located in west Huntington
off W. 21st Street ., and contains the
home field of Marshall's baseball
team.
addition to baseball fields, St.
Cloud Commons Park has four hardsurface tennis courts, a children's playground and wading pool, Hatten said.
Wallace Park, an undeveloped area
five miles west of Huntington along
Spring Valley Drive, has · .two tennis
courts and a pond.
. Camp Mad Anthony Wayne, also on
Spring Valley Drive, is a popular rental facility for Marshall groups, Hatten
~d.
•
It has a lodge, four cabins, a campfire circle, a ballfield and play
. apparatus.
Although incidents of vandalism

In

and drinking have been reported in the
park, Hatten did not pinpoint college
students as the major violators. Litter,
especially beer cans, is the major problem, Hatten said.
Students seeking more extensive outdoor excursions have a number of
nearby facilities from which to choose.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'
flood control projects for the Twelvepole Creek Basin and Ohio River provide three recreational areas just
outside Huntington.
"Flood control is always a feature in
any Corps of Engineers project,"
according to Conrad B. Ripley, information specialist with the corps .
"However, recreation -runs a strong
second as far as specific features for
being built."
Beech Fork Lake State Park, approximately 12 miles from campus on Route
157, covers 12,757 acres, 720 of which
are lake surface.
The park, open since 1978, provides a
variety of water related activities.
Two boat launching facilities are
available ~t no charge, Ripley said.
The marina offers rental boats
including motorboats, canoes, pontoon
boats and paddleboats, Ripley said.
A IO-horsepower limit on boat
engines is enforced on the lake to help
promote a quiet relaxed atmosphere,
Ripley said.
The sand-covered Stower Branch
Beach provides a free swiniming area
with adjacent picnicking, Ripley said.
He said the West Virginia Depart-·
ment of Natural Resources manages
the Lower Bowen campground. This
area, in addition to sites for building a
lodge, cabins, game courts and swimming pool, comprises Beech Fork State
Park, Ripley said.
The campground consists of 275
campsites, with 48 sites having electric, water and sewage hookups, Ripley
said.
A small fee is charged for use of all
campsites to pay for maintenance and
personnel.
Reservations are not available for

campsites or day-use facilities. They
are operated on.a first-come,first-serve
basis, Ripley said.
''Beech Fork always has been popular with Marshall students," according
to Mack E. Little, resource manager at
Beech Fork. "We get a lot of student
visitation especially at the beach area
and marina."
Alcoholic beverages are prohibited
at the beach and in the marina area,
Little said.
"It's ovJy prohibited in the developed
areas with a high concentration of people," Little said.
Citations for regulation violations
governing park use are issued by corps
rangers, according to Arlie D. Bishop,
general engineer in the Recreation
ResQurce Management Branch _for the
corps.
Citations issued in West Virginia
projects impose fines ranging up to
$50. Failure to pay requires appearance in magistrate court.
"We have law enforcement contracts
in addition to the rangers making regularly scheduled patrols," Bishop ~aid.
"They have full authority like anywhere else."
Bishop said he does not think Marshall students are responsible for prob- ·
]ems with vandalism or drinking at the
park.
East Lynn Lake, another Corps of
Engineers project, is 10 miles north of
Wayne on Route 37, approximately 30
miles from campus.
With facilities similar to those at
Beech Fork, East Lynn's 1,005 acre
lake is larger and has no boat horsepower restricitons.
Water skiing is popular at the lake,
according to Harold R. Shepard,
resource manager at East Lynn.
Extensive campgrounds which have
27 4 sites, border the lake.
Although no sewage or water facilities are available at individual sites,
restrooms are available throughout the
area, Shepard said.
A nature trail ~d two and one-half
mile hiking trail also are available.

The little dam area is a favorite spot
of college students, Shepard said. Picnicking facilities, game courts,
fishing and limited hunting also are
available, he said.
Alcohol is prohibited in the marina
and dam areas, Shepard said.
A third corps project, Grayson Lake,
located seven miles south of Grayson,
Ky. on Route 7, has 17,142 acres for
recreational use. Total water surface
area is 1,510 acres.
Recreation opportunities include
boat launching ramps, picnic facilities,
marina, playgrounds and two-mile
.1ature trail, according to J . Grace
Ramey, assistant for the Grayson Lake
resource manager.
A beach area does exist, but will be
closed this year due to a lack of repair
funds, Ramey said.
The campgrounds consist of 71
paved sites with individual hookups
for electricity, Ramey said. Some primitive sites are available.
No alcohol is permitted in the park,
Ramey said.
· Citations are issued in the same
manner as in West Virginia corps projects. However, all persons cited must
appear in magistrate court, Bishop
said.
Three Kentucky state parks also are
within an hour's driving distance from
campus.
Greenbo Lake State Resort Park,
eight miles southwest of Greenup, on
Route 1, has boating, fishing, golf, hiking, horseback riding, picnicking,
playgrounds, shuffleboard, swimming
and tennis. Lodge accommodations
and camping facilities also are
available.
Carter Caves State Resort Park on
Route 182 eight miles north of Olive
Hill has facilities similar to Greenbo
and also has cave tours, canoeing and
a nature center.
Jenny Wiley State Resort Park, east
of Prestonburg off U.S. 23 and U.S. 460,
features a skylift to the top of Sugar
Camp Mountain in addition to other
facilities.

Beech Fork Lake State Park 11 Ju1t one of many recreatlonal areas
within accua to Marahall 1tudents. It 11 located 12 mlles from
campu1 on Route 157 and hu 12,757 acres. Of the1e, 720 acres
are lake 1urface. The reaort offera two boat launchlng facilities, a

campground and 1wlmf!llng and picnic area,.

Article by Mona Walters
Photos by Meria Dawson Broomes
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See what's 'showing"
in swimwear

What's 'up"

Men's look

for spring?

goes 'iean/ess"
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Pr a i ri e a_n d sa i Io r look lead
women's fashions
By Kim Metz
Women's spring and summer fashions for 1982 reflect styles of the late
1800s and early 1900s.
The return of full sw~eping skirts with ruffled petticoats and red, white
and blue striped shirts with anchors embroidered on the collars repeat
styles of the prairie or Sante Fe look and the sailor or nautical look.
Both styles are fashionable and create different moods in personality
and style. By accessorizing the outfits you can wear them for formal or
informal occasions.
Flounced trim, high ruffled collars and tiny, flower, printed material
resemble the old West, Christi 0. Maynard, manager of Casual Corner,
said.
White-on-white dresses with ruffles and lace also are a major statement
in the prairie look.
If you prefer the casual look, the sailor attire may be for you.
Nautical clothes range from sporty cotton slacks and shirts to onepiece, mid-length jumpsuits.
Colors play a significant factor in determining fashionable styles. This
year clothes are being designed to fit the color red.
With this being the first lady's favorite color, Nancy Reagan Red is
highlighting sailor apparel.
Be prepared to show more leg if you alter you clothing according to
trends.
Dresses and pant lengths are becoming shorter and vary from thigh to
calf length.
Vicki Gibbs of The Smart Shop said three-quarter length pants also are
fashion trends for warmer months.
Knickers or capri pants are being worn for both sporty and dressy
events. Pant legs are varied with straight, cuffed, buttoned, tied or gather
hems .•
If you're a daring fashion-seeker consider the extremes in shorter
lengths and wear a mini skirt.
Mini skirts, designed in varioUB colors and materials, are once again
becoming fashionable.
If you don't prefer stylish short shorts, an alternative for you may be
walking shorts that are mid length.
Shorter lengths also are stylish in women's suit jackets. The business
suit look is being stylized with puffy sleeves, softer detail and fitted
skirts.
Though many styles fade away from season to season, Maynard said,
"Colors from the tropical look last year carried over."

Danny Faulks and Diane DeMartino
model the latest in evening wear (right).
Women's suits display a conservative look
(below).

Continued to page US

Full sweeping skirts and dresses dominate the prairie fashions (above). Ann
Porta shows the rise in hemlines in a
culotte-type mini skirt (right).

Modeling men 's casual swim wear is
Cerrick Kelley (above).
I'•
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Headwraps and canvas
shoes accent apparel
By Kim Metz

Another fashionable item for women
is gold leaf earrings that are wide and

Accessories from head to toe are
being worn by men and women this
spring and summer.
Multi-colored headwrape, usually
bandannas, are being worn to accent
outfits and are used for sporting
event.a.
Decorated with thin , satin, and gold
cords, headwrape are being worn with
dresses and casual apparel.

Sporty styles replace jeans
By Kim Metz

If you men want to be in style this
spring and summer, you may have to
put your blue jeans back in the closet.
The casual, conservative look is
replacing the denim look for men's
1982 spring and summer fashions,
according to several men ' s wear
consultants.
David Rahall, of Amebary' e 321
Shop, said men want casual clothing to
take the place of jeans. Lightweight
blends are it.
Chuck Jambe, owner of Wright's
said, "The trend is away from jeans for
day -to -day wear and to dressier
clothes."
If casual looking clothes are your
style then you're probably wearing
natural fibers, pure cottons and linens
opposed to the traditional denim.
The casual styles of the 1950s are
becoming the fashion thing of the
1980s, Jambe said.
Fashionable shirts for this spring
and summer will have significant
changes in collars and colors.
Rounded and button -down collars

along with neutral hue are stylish for
men 'e casual wear.
Shirts buttoned on the side also are
fashionable for men's casual or formal
wear.
"The casual look is always trendy
because people want a basic look,"
Rahall said.
Wash and wear clothing also is considered part of the casual attire, Al
Droddey , manager of Wright's clothing deparbnent, said.
Pa tel colors of lavender, blue, pink
and yellow are highlighted in casual
shirt.a and jackets.
"Two or three years ago you would
never have seen men wearing pastel
colors but times have changed," Jam be
said.
ofter colors also are dominating
mens suite. "The standard grays,
blues, tans and browns remain significant colors in suit.a but lighter tones are
becoming styli h," Droddey said.
The change in summer suite is subtle
but noticeable. ''Suite are exciting this
year because of the variety," Droddey
said.
The linen and silk blends and soft

long.
Hammered metal bracletes and turquo is e jewelry also are stylish
accessories.
In addition to men wearing headwrape, cape also are stylish.
Continued to page 16
DaTing designs spotlight women's
evening wear (below).

color combinations are popular jacket
styles.
If blazers are your fad you may consider the plaid look, which is becoming
stylish for younger men.
"Plaids also are easy to acceesorize
and are very versatile," he said.
Two-and three-button coat.a with nat•
ural shoulder padding are dominating
men's suit.a, Droddey said.
Droddey said the "blazer look" is still
popular for men 's casual wear.
In active sportswear you may consider the traditional look of solid and
stripes.
Solid, golf-style shirts with a white
collar or sleeve trim in bold yellow, red
and green are stylish .
Shorts with a three-stripe waist band
and knit shirts that are striped also are
casual clothing to consider wearing on
the tennis courts.
Jambe said, "The so-<:alled ' preppy
look' has been around for years and a
part of acceptable dress for a long
time."
Most of the clothes for this spring
and summer branched off the casual,
preppy clothing, but are now considered the traditional look, Rahall said.
"People want a more basic casual
look in their clothing for warmer
weather," Rahall said.

.,...
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Ted Williams of Jerry's Roff/er Hairstyling cuts Mary Brezlnslci's hair during one of his hairstyling demonstrations in Twin Tower.~ West: Photo by Rob Foster.

Altered 'punk style' in for men and women
By Kim Metz
A variation of the "punk style"
hairdo will be the trend for men and
women this spring and summer.
The cut is a bi-level hairdo tapered
slightly above or below the ears and
worn long in the back.
Jay A. Krimm, owner of New YorkNew York, said Huntington is considered a conservative city and the
"punk hairdo'' has been altered to fit
the casual look. A bi-level cut is longer
on the top and feathers , unlike the
punk .s tyle which stands up.
Two Huntington hairdressers,
Krimm and Ted Williams, hairdresser
at Jerry's Roffler Hair.styling,
attended an. education seminar in Cincinnati, Ohio, on the latest trends early
this spring.
If you prefer longer hair that is carefree, easy-to-do and versatile maybe
the curly, rock star look is for you.
One of the ways to achieve these
looks is to texturize your hair. Williams
said the term "texturize" is replac~ng

the word "permanent" because the latter gives a negative connotation. "Permanents bring to mind a one-style,
poodle-cut, but texturizing allows freedom of expression with hairstyles."
This style can be wom in loose curls
or blown dry and styled for a formal
look.
For mid-length or longer hair an
altered bi-level cut is popular. However, if you prefer long hair the classic
bob-style or one-length hairdo is also
fashionable.
''Girls with long hair are wearing
their hair wavy and in angle cuts,"
Krimm said.
These wash-and-wear hairdos are
becoming more popular for both men
and women.
"Men are more limited in hairsty.les," Krimm said. i'However, more
and more men are getting permanents.''
Frank N. Fusc.ardo, owner of Frank's
Campus Barber Shop, said men's hairstyles are getting sh()rter and shorter.
Fuscardo said in his shop the most
popular styles are the layered and

Cheryl Broyles, ;cbove, and Candi Patterson" right, show pool postures and
swim wear for summer.

.....

razor cuts.
If you women prefer celebrity haircuts then. you may want to wear the
style of Lady Diana, Victoria Principal
or Jacklyn Smith.
Another adaptation to celebrity hairstyles is the "Bo Derek" braided look.
"A lot of braiding is done for parties
and special occasions," Krimm said.
Braiding macrame style using beads
is another style you may consider
wearing.
If your hair turns lighter during the.
summer and you would like it to stay
light year-round maybe tri-blonding is
for you.
"Tri·blonding is not a drastic change
in color but is like spending a week at
the beach without the expense," Williams said.
Hair can be lightened faster in the
sun by applying a mixture of two parts
lemon juice and one part water.
Consider coloring your hair with burgundy or mahogany tints if you like to
be noticed or different. Asymmetrical
hairdos also are unique stylee. They

'

Photos by Tad Walden
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are cut long on one side and short on
the other.
With any hairstyle light, wispy and
fringy bangs are being worn rather
than heavier bangs.
If you've changed your hairstyle this
year you also may consider changing
your makeup. Earth tone shades of eye
shadow and blush are replacing the
colors green and blue.
"Contouring facial features is
another fashionable makeup technique," he said. Blushing is one
method of shaping the face.
Willitllll8 recently was invited to various residence halls by resident advisers to demonstrate and explain the
latest hairstyles.
During the demonstrations, Williams said he answers questions about
problem hair and recommends hairstyles to those who ask
In addition to Williams cutting several of the women's hair, another hairdresser explain·s and demonstrates
fashionable makeup during the
presentations.
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Headwraps

Continued from page 12

The safari look is not as popular this year but desert colors of biege,
forest green, coco and golden yellow are fashionable.
Other colors stylish for this spring and summer are primary colors,
lavender, femine white and black and white trimmed in red.
Though t-shirts have been popular for many years you may want to
change from the basic crew neck design and wear a more fashionable
style. 'l'-shirts are no longer plain and are being decorated with puffy
sleeves, double "U" scoop necks, one shoulder sleeves and print designs.
"T-shirts are being made with better fabrics that are shaplier and don't
stretch as much," Gibbs said.
Though you may prefer high fashion clothes, brand names are mostly
worn.
"People seem to trust brand names," Gibbs said.

Continued from page 13
Chuck Jambe, owner of Wright's,
said caps are generally worn with
dressier outfits but some are worn with
casual wear.
Cloth shoes are the dominate style in
men and women's foot apparel this
spring and summer.

American

Cancer Society.

A.B. Nickels, owner of AB Shoes,
said slides, flats and wedges also are
fashionable for women's foot wear.
Paul A. Foard, manager of FoardHarwood Shoes, said any accessories
made of fabric are popular.
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Economy W edding
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includes:
Wedding Gown (ren tal)
Veil (rentaU
Tuxedo (rental)
Reception for 100 people
Flowers
Bridal Accessories
Bridal Portrait

FL YING HOME FOR
THE SUMMER
AAA reminds you that you need to make reservations
NOW. Many fllght1 are fllllng up fast, 10 call today to make
reservations.

OPEN TO MEMBERS AND NON MEMBERS
Call today:

TRAVEL AGENCY

911 3rd Avenue
Huntington, WV

529-7107
11 26 6th Ave.

529-3348
THE TRI-STATES ONLY COMPLETE BRIDAL SERVICE
ACCEPTING VISA ... MASTERCHARGE ... LAYAWAY

You're in for a

California style

•
e~per1~nce
•••

Tac·a liraqda®

The
Bottom
Line.

Is it where you want it?

-·u,

20TH STREET & 5TH AVENUE
Monday-Thursday
10 am-Midnight
(Drive thru till 2 am)

HOURS
Friday-Saturday
10 am-1 am
(Drive thru til 4 am)

►
c(

Sunday
11 am-Midnight

- CO NVENIENT DR IVE THRU SERVICE PHO NE 522-7474
24th St. & Winchester Ave. Ash land, Ky
Coming Soon To Huntington Mall

------------couPON•----------,

I
BUY A
,I
I MEXICAN STYLE SALAD I
i
GET A
i
I

BAMBENO FREE!
I
L~!!.~J2~~.!~~~~-~!Y-~~~~s~u.e!!!!J
-NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFERONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER VISIT
,

C

DON'T Ml'SS OUTI
CALL TODAY!

525-5006
2640 5th Ave~
Huntington
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IL

'PAM'S
FITNESS

CENTERS

HOURS:
Mon-Ft1 8-10
Sat 9-3

,
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Aerobic• 7 tlmet Dally
We invit., you in as our guest tor a complementary
visit and the use of our faciiiti es ,
Memberships Includes :
'Over $50,000 in equipment & facilities
• Personalized Supervision
• Individual Programs
"Aerobi c Dan~ Class
'Calisthentics Classes
'Yoga-Belly Dancing
Eac:lullvely for Ladl ..
"Roman Whirlpool
'Finnish Sauna
• Private showers & lockers
"Plus much more

Positive Attitude Meons luccen
'" Pt1rt O,f Th, lt'orltf' J Lnr_ll"' H,nlth ~.(filiatiu,,··
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Queen says
foundation
nears goal
By George Washington
The Development Foundation Inc. is
just two members short of reaching its
goal of having 50 members in the J ohn
Marshall Sociey before its annual
meeting May 7.
Membership to the society requires a
commitment to contribute $10,000 or
more, a pledge of$1 ,500 annually for a
10-year period or a contribution of
$50,000 or more through a deferred gift,
Dr. Bernard Queen,director of development , said.
The deferred gift may be in the form
of a insurance policy, a codicil in a will
or a trust agreement naming the Foundation as a specific beneficiary, Queen
said.
" The John Marshall Society is
designed to provide deserved recognition to men and women who have made
significant commitments and contributions to the growth and development
of the university," Queen said.
"Such loyal support enables the university to broaden the scope of aca•
demic and cultural programs available
to students, faculty and the area's citzenry," Queen said.
All contributions may be designated
for the university's Greatest Needs
Fund, for the expansion of the Foundation Endowment Fund, or donors may
designate their gifts for a specific program, project or college within the university, Queen said.
"But the principal benefit of any significant gift ie the personal pride in
knowing you have supported something of intrinsic value such as MU
and its continuing quest for academic
excellence," Queen said.

Artists Series
offers concert
to end season
By Lee Smith
Haydn, Bach and Mozart are composen whose music will be featured in
a concert by the Mainz Chamber
Orchestra at 8 p.m., April 27 in the
Johnson Memorial United Methodist
Church.
The concert, the last event of the
Marshall Artists Series season, was
scheduled at the church rather than
somewhere on campus as most of the
artists series events are because the
church provides more seating space,
Nancy P. Hindsley, coordinator of cultural events, said.
. She said the extra space will be
needed because the concert is·open to
the public. Ueually events in this series are open only to etudenta and seaeon ticket-holders, ehe eaid.
Profe880r Gunter Kehr, director of
the Mainz Coneervatory in Germany,
is founder and conductor of the Mainz
Chamber Orchestra.
For the orchestra's tourofthe United
States Kehr has prepared three programs. The selections played in each
city will depend upon the decision of
the local sponsors , according to a news
release.
Nina Tichman, award-winning
pianist from New York, will be touring
with the orchestra, Hindsley said.
Tichman will be the featured soloist in
a piano concert by Bach.
Tickets may be picked up in MSC
1W22 and are free to students with validated ID and activity card.

Ready-Set-Go!

SPICETREE

Highest prices paid fo r class ri ngs,
jewel ry, stereos, guns, musical
instruments, etc.

o

WE BUY. SELL, TRADE
AND LOAN MONEY ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE.

Apartments

9:00 a
9:30

egt!Oass

10:45

th
5:00 p.m. FR EE Sup

Expert Watch and Jewelry Repair

sh i

Re
525 -8336

1010 3rd Ave. 697-4211

Look as good
as you can.

CREATEANE'W

IMPRESSION

Beautiful hair comes
through harmony. A great
cut, a style that oomplemen&s you; rich,
vibrant color. proper
conditioning And conatant
care. We take the time
to give you a ~ . t cut
and as a full service
salon we'll make sure
your impression is in
harmony. From hair
coloring to permanents,
we're the experts.

Get the latest
in .men's styling.
Come in today for the

best looking you. We're
a full service hair dlon
that provides you with

qomplete hair care

and

nothing lees. You corne

to us when you CNie«flough
·about youraelt to want
t,he very be9&.

\,Ve &altci

that ffllp0Rtibi1ity very

·=_,.ooroP~,
.
~now•
seriously. All of our

and flt(ly
led,eable in Ill a l ~ of
hair care. Let us create • new
impression for you.

1244 4t, Ava.

522-7722

SHARP

Credit Card Stgle Calculator

MODEL EL-824
Credit Card-Sized 8-Digit Calculator
with Liquid Crystal Display
■

Four basic arithmetic tunctions with easy-toread LC d isplay.
■ ~ne-touch percent key for fast add-on/
d iscou nt cal cula tions.
■ Full floating deci mal point mode of operation.
■ Independen tly accessible 3-key memory.
■ Constant. power, rec iprocal , and chain
calculations .
■ _,.Operates on 2 batteries (supplied) .
■ Automatic Power-Off feat ure preserves
battery life.
■ Comes with its own attra ctive wallet.

4.···....
$12.95

rS
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~
'
BOOKSTORE .

1945-Sth _Ave. - Just across from Twin Towers

We always buy-back textbooks at top $
reserve for fall semes.ter.
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Conference
on disabilities
to be Saturday
By Mona Walters

More than 200 students, teachers,
parents and professionals will participate in a learning diabilities conference Saturday in the Memorial Student
Center, according to Dr. Barbara P .
Guyer, conference coordinator.
The conference, schedule to begin at
9 a .m., is sponsored by Marshall University in conjunction with the Huntingtron Area Association for Children
with Learning Disabilities and the
West Virginia ACLD.
Three speakers, including Guyer,
will conduct seminars throughout the
day. In addition to Guyer, speakers for
the conference will be Suzanne H. Stevens, author of"The Learning Disabled
Child, How Parents Can Help;" and
Dr. Joyce Steeves, professor at Johns
Hopkins University.
Topics will include teaching techniques, how to live with a learning disabled child and an explanation of
brain research, Guyer said.

Spring Fest
Frisbee throwers, roller skaters
to kick off week of fun in the slln

By Mary Hooten

Good times!
That is what you may find during Spring Fest Week if
flying Frisbees and roller-skating are your favorite pastime activities.
Spring Fest Week will kick off with the Goodtime
Professional Frisbee Show from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday at the Memorial Student Center Plaza, according to
Gail A. DiSabatino, coordinator of student activities.
Goodtimes will feature Mary Kathron, winner of a
1978 U.S. and Canadian national freestyle title; and
Ken Westerfield, holder of the world distance record
with a toss of 552 feet.

Goodtimes will demonstrate freestyle and championship techniques, DiSabatino said.
The audience is invited to participate in freestyle and
distance contests with awards given to top finishers,
she said.
"Last year, Goodtimes drew a large crowd and was
one of our most successful programs," DiSabatino said.
"We are also bringing back Campus Skates, which was
our most popular activity last year."
Campus Skates is a company that rents roller skates
to students so they can skate around campus, she said.
From 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. students may rent skates by
presenting their ID and activity card.

NURSES!
JUST PASSED HOSPITAL BOARD APPROVAL

"The conference is dedicated to persons searching for new techniques to
help them in working with the learning
disabled," Guyer said.

Improvements To Our Benefit Package
That Will Put

RN'S & LPN'S

A learning disabled person has average intelligence or above but is not performing as well academically as he
should, according to Guyer. She said
the person may have difficulty with
reading, spelling, handwriting, arithmetic, language or coordination. She
also said the learning disabled person
may be hyperactive and have a short
attention span.

In

'7TH HEAVEN"

"After iailing for a period of time, he
may begin to have emotional problems," Guyer said. "In adolescence,
behavior problems may be more evident than the learning problem."
Guyer said anyone may register
before the conference's opening.

NURSES:

Including:

Substantially Increased Base Rate
$1.00 Charge Differential
Dental Coverage
100% Tuition Reimbursement
Premium Holiday Pay
BSN • MSN Differential
Improved Merit Schedule

Enjoy your job &
spare time too ...
in Florida .. .
California .. .
Texas ...
or one of many
exciting areas.
1 mmedia t.e openings
for BSN's under 33.
Cq,ll 502-583·~2
(collect)
for
NA VY NURSE CORPS
information

Enjoy your 7 on as much as your 7 off at TMH

•

Call or Apply Today
Lisa Mozingo, A. N., B.S.N.
Professional Recruiter
THOMAS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
4605 MacCorkle Avenue, S. W.
South Charleston, WV 25309
(304) 768·3961
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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FREE FOLGER•&®CO1-1'EE
OR HOT BEVERAGE
WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY BREAKFAST.
Coupon good dunng b reoldast hours only Tius
otter not valid with any other discount or coupon
Sales tax charged where ap_plicable Otter good
On Fifth ,t.venue neict lo the Fltlld House
5804 RI. 80 East at Pea Ridge Plaza
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Coupon expiration date: 4-25-82
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SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH
OSCAR MAYER®BACON

AND THOMAS'®
ENGLISH MUFFIN
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I
1
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le GRAVY=----I
FOLGER'&® COFFEE
I
89¢
I
I
Coupon exp~n
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Coupon good dun!lb~ !ldast hours only This
otter not valid with any other discount or coupon.
Sales tax charged where applicable Otter good
On Fltlh Avenue nea to the Fl■d Houae
seo. Rt. 80 Ea~t at Pea Rldga Pleza
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'Ily our newest breakfast team - biscuits and
gravy! Coupon good during breakfast hours only.
This offer not valid with any other discount or
coupon Sal~ tax charged where applicable.
On Fifth A¥81'1U8 n11111 to the Flald HouH
5804 RI. 80 Eut at Pita Ridge Pl-
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I
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1111
AUNT JEMIMA®PANCAKES
OR FRENCH TOAST
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:

89¢
Coupon g ood during b reakfast hours only This
otter not valid with any other discount or coupon.
Sales tax charged where ap_pli~le, Otter good
Qri Fifth Avenue n•t to the Fltld HouH
580,4 Rt 80 EHi
Ridge Plaza
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Coupon expuanon acne: 4. 25..a2
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A Rax Breakfast is not only a great price. It's.great
tasting, too. To show you how delicious our breakfast is, let us drop a few famous names: Oscar
Mayer®bacon, Aunt Jemima® pancakes, Thomas'®
English mt.iffins, Smucker's®jellies, Tropicana® orange
juice, Folger's® cottee.
·
You may be able to make
.ilfii
the same breakiast at
"NM\.
home: probably, but not -~.....'1¥.!I
tor these prices. Clip
and save, and enjoy.
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Finally ...
Students at Marshall take advantage of the warm air and sunshine. In the bottom photo, students soclallze and study at the
clrcle. At the right, nice weather makes studying a little more
bearable. At the left, sophomore Paula Lucas finds a safe retreat
from the wind as she reads and takes In some sun on a beautiful
spring day. Photos by Merla Dawson Broomes and Kevin
Gergely
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1:veryone has a place In the sun. Students find their place at Ritter Park, top
left and left. Above, three students decide to stay on campus to sunbathe
and chose a spot outside of Hodges Hall. Photos by Kevin Gergely

Warm .weather exposes worshippers

Students find hot spots on, off campus
By Terri Bargeloh
On a sunny, spring afternoon, the campus comes
alive.
Students have been waiting to escape from classroom confines and the winter blahs. When warm
weather returns to the area it is almost infectious.
While fewer students are in classrooms, the sundecks and lawns on campus are overcrowded with
bodies, almost on top of bodies, and the music from a
local radio station is blaring in the the warm aid.
In search of a suntan.
Sunbathing is one of the favorite spring activities
of Marshall students. It is obvious not only by the
number of students who lay out almost daily, but by
the golden and slightly pink bodies walking to
classes in late March and early April.
"I'm a sun worshipper," Lori A. Rutherford, Pt.
Pleasant sophomore, said. Rutherford said she got a
head start on her suntan when she went to Florida
during spring break and has continued to lay out on
the roof of Twin Towers West residence hall every
sunny day since.
"People tell me I'm crazy," she said. "I lay out
when it is 50 degrees, as long as it's sunny,"
Valerie D. VanMatre, Pt. Pleasant sophomore,
said she tried to schedule her spring semester·classes
in the morning so she could lay out in the afternoon.
Even so, she said she has missed some classes on
sunny days.
"It just feels so good to soak up the rays," she said.
"In the winter everybody looks a little sick."
Two areas on campus, the roofs of Twin Towers
West and Holderby residence halls, have been officially designated as sunbathing areas for campus
residents, said Ray Welty, assistant housing
director.

have been no problems with providing these areas for
students.
"Safety is the main concern in letting people go up
on the roofs to sunbathe," he said.
For this reason, several areas, including the first
floor of Twin Towers, the lobby r<>0f of Buskirk Hall
and the porch roof of Hodges Hall, which faces 18th
Street, are not designed for sunbathing. Welty said
these area have easy to puntureroofs, and no railings
to pr->tect students from falling.
Katie M. Hundley, Charleston freshman, said she
likes the privacy of the designated sunbathing areas.
"Someone always brings a radio and there are lots
of people to talk too," she said.
Marshall students living off-campus also have
favorite areas to sunbathe.
Nearly all of the sorority and fraternity houses
have special places "to soak up the sun." "Sigma
Beach," a square of lawn behind the Tri-Sigma sorority house, "Phi Mu Beach," a sun porch in back of the
Phi Mu sorority house, and "DZ Beach," the parking
lot behind the Delta Zeta house are among the places
Greeks sunbathe.

A WORD OF CAUTION·
Twin Towers West's redwood sundeck, which is
surrounded by a fence, was part of the origin~ con·
Although getting a suntan is a popular thing to do,
struction of the residence hall. It is for women only.
The roof of Holderby Hall, used by both men and it may not be the most healthy, a Huntington dermawomen, has no sundeck, but was intended to be a tologist said. Dr. Charles C. Duncan, who has worked
sµnbathing area when the building was constructed, in dermatology for 37 years, said dermatologists
Welty said.
have been discouraging sunbathing for a long time.
Besides a few instances of vandalism to the fence
Among the harmful effects overexposure to the sun
on Twin Towers West and littering, Welty said there can have on a person are severe burns, heat stroke,

increased likelihood .of skin cancer especially in fairskinned individuals, wrinkles an:d solar keratosis;
which is brown, scaly spots caused by the sun.
"When a person is 40 and looks 60, that is when he
realize what the sun can do to him," he said. "The
best recommendation is to stay out of the sun."
Bums are one of the most obvious harmful effects
of the sun. Duncan said he has seen burns as severe
as second degree.
"Sunburn is an inflammation of the skin just like
any other burn and should be considered as
seriously," he said. Duncan said the only thing to use
once a person has a burn is an anti-inflammatory
lotion such as cortisone.
"If you look at people who live in the tropics, they
know good and. well they can't stand the heat of the
sun," Duncan said. "But people in isolated areas
think they have to look strong and healthy and get a
suntan."
For people who insist upon laying in the sun despite the harmful effectsit can have, Duncan said they
must use proper sunPcreens, "take it slow and don't
get burned."
Rutherford said she is aware of the hartnful effects
of sunbathing but does not think they are that
important.
"Everyone gets wrinkles sometime," she said.
"You're only young once."
"You pay a price for sunbathing but it is worth it,"
Hundley said.
Frank C. McClendon, a pharmicist at Highlawn
Pharmacy, 2585 Third Ave.,said he thinks the damaging effects of the sun can be minimal if sunscreen
protection is used.
"People have misconceptions about sunscreens,"
he said. "They think sunscreens stop tanning, but
sunscreens block out the burning rays of the sun."
Gina C. Frye, Summersville freshman, said her
first exposure to the sun this year was four hours on a
warm, windy day, which she said resuJted in bad
burns.
"I tried to get all the sun in one day, like an idiot,"
she said
Although she said she knows sunbathing is not the
most healthy pastime, it is still one of her favorites .
"Even when I get older, I doubt if I will ever regret
it," she said.

--~J.w,- -·- . .
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with high college costs

Fear, frustration exist
in financing education
Edltore•, note: Thia begin, a five-part
Hrlea from the Anocjated Prea, on the
co,ta of • college education. Today•,
article deal, with the reaction, of par•
enta, ,tudenta and education offlclal1 to
those coats.

By Ben Olan
"I'm wiped out," Marian Benedikt, a
Brooklyn mother of three, said angrily,
"I had to pay $12,000 recently for our
oldest son's tuition and expenses in
medical school and there's nothing left
in our savings account."
"The cute are going to force many
students out. of college," speculates
Mary Coffey, a New York University
junior, referring to Federal cutbacks in
student financial assistance.
"It'.~ s~ocking! People are frightened, pointed out Janet Llpechultz a
~igh s~hool guidance counsel~r.
There 1s a great deal of confusion
There is fear among parents that they
won't be able to send this year's high
s_chool seniors to college next fall. Tuition and expenses are going up everyw~ere. The government grants are
going down and they're making it
tougher to get loans."
''The cutbacks will deprive a lot of
students from going to college and will
hurt many schools. There is bound to
be a drop in enrollment," said Bob
O'Brien, a general contractor from
Pittsfield, Mase., who has helped put
four of his six children -- all girls through college. The two others are in
their next--to-laet college years.
''I'm sure I'd have panicked if the
situation when the first one started col·
lege was the same as it is now," added
O'Brien, whose daughters range in age
from 20 to 26. "I guess I'm lucky. Well,
maybe not so much. I still have to make
six weddings!"

aid applications to the colleges of their
choice immediately, most of those in
the college education sector are
pessimistic.
"It's a disastrous situation,"
observed Harold Higginbotham, Jr.,
director of financial aid at New York
University. "All the changes in the student aid program have discouraged
some students from going to college."
Leo Kornfeld, former deputy commissioner of Student Federal Assistance and a co-author of a new book,
"How to Beat the High Cost of Learning," pointed out, "The government's ·
program was supposed to give equal
opportunities to the rich and poor to go
to better schools. Only the wealthy will
be able to go to college now. It's
scandalous."
Sine January, 1981, the Administration has trimmed Federal student
assistance by millions of dollars. Even
if approved by Congress, there-is little
likelihood that President Reagan's
plan, disclosed in his State-of-theUnion message last Jan. 25, to transfer
the responsibility for some educational
services to the states will immediately
affect the major post-secondary education programs. However, it is feared
that further cute proposed by the
Administration in the federally-funded
Pell Grant -a nd Guaranteed Student
Loan programs will be approved by
Congress later this year.
In the wake ofreduced grants to the
disadvantaged and more stringent
requirements for loans to the middle
class, students and their families are
digging deeper into their savings, cutting back on vacations and reconsidering not only the type of college they will
attend but, also in many instances,
whether they will go at all.
The bulk of the 1981 changes went
into effect last Oct. 1, and since by then
most needy students had received their
grants and loans for the current academic year the full effect is not
expected to be evident until this fall.

Bank loan?
Second ~ortga~?
S.vlng1?
Credit union?

can pay or worktheir way through col•
lege," said Benny Hal Walker, director
of financial aid at Furman University
in Greenville, S.C. "It is failing to realize what inflation has done to the fam·
It is rather obvious, then, that the
ily income."
"We don't own a car and haven't
reaction of many of the nation's needy
students, their parents and educators
taken a vacation in six years," said
to the increasing costs of attending col· Mrs. Benedikt, whose eon, Richard, 19,
lege on one hand and the government
Meanwhile, most colleges are streng- ie attending Albany (N .Y.) Medical
cutbacks in student aid on the other thening their financial counseling ser- College. Mrs. Benedikt, a probation
can beet be described as anger, bewil- rvices and seeking to develop new officer, and her husband, Robert, a
derment and confusion.
techniques to combat the cute. They director of warehouse operations for a
Still, there is hope for needy students are neceBBary, say financial aid offic- music firm, had a combined gro88
who want to go to college as leading ere, to keep students from having to income of $43,000 in 1981. Mrs. Beneeducators and others will emphasize . drop outofschool and to avoid the pos- dikt said their aggregate take home
eiblity of the student population in pay was $26,000.
later on in this series.
many colleges dividing into the
"I've got a daughter, Hetdi, who's a
H9wever, while stressing that cur- wealthy at one end and the subsidized freshman at New York Maritime Col•
rent high school seniors and college poor at the other.
lege, for whose education we're contriundergaduates seeking assistance
"The Administration is operating on buting $2,500 this year, and another
should JJ8nd their completed financial the assumption that enough students eon, Gregg, who's a senior in high

"Only the wealthy wll be able lo go lo college now. II'• ecanclaloue."
-Leo Kornfeld, former deputy comml•loner
of Student Federal Auletan~

school. Gregg will be the one to suffer.
We'll have no money left for him. My
hueband and I feel guilty because we
can't give all of our children what they
need," Mrs. Benedikt said.
"In many cases," explained Janet
Llpschultz, a guidance counselor at
John Dewey High School in Brooklyn,
"It's the students who feel tremendous
guilt when they have to ask their parents for money to go to expensive private colleges (the average for resident
students is $6,885, but it's more than
$12,000 annually at many prestigious
schools). A lot of parents are wondering whether it's worth $5,000 to $9,000
for their children to go to a state or
public .i nstitution.
..... "or whether to send them to college at all."
(NEXT: What Hath Ronald Reagan
Wrought?)

"Then le tear among parenta that they won't be able to aend thl• yea,'a high
echool H11lors to college next tall."
-Janet Llpechultz,
high Khool guldPce counMlor
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Lady golfers seek first win in invitational
By Tim Stephens
Marshall's women 's golf team will
attempt to win its own tournament for
the first time this weekend when it
hosts the seventh annual Marshall
Invitational.
Eleven teams form six states, including defending champion Ohio State
University, will participate in the 36
hole tournament, which begins today
at 8:30 a .m. at the Riviera Country
Club in Barboursville, Oh.
"I'd say Ohio State is the team to

heat," Marshall coach Nancy Bunton
said. "Ohio State and Kentucky are
really strong teams in the field. Kentucky is the only team that heat us consistently during the fall season."
Marshall has never won its own invitational. The highest finish for the
Herd was second in 1979. They finished
fourth, 34 strokes behind Ohio State, in
last year's tournament.
Despite this Bunton said she is confident that her team will do well.
"We have a strong shot at the title,"

she said. "There is no one we can't beat
if we play well."
Bunton said top individual golfers in
the tournament include Syd Wells of
Michigan State University, Joni Jordan and Anne Rush of the University
of Kentucky, Cathy Tatum of Troy
State College, former Marshall golfer
Cathy Kratzert of Ohio State University, and Marshall's Tammie Green,
Huntington senior, and J ennifer Graff,
Huntington junior.
Green finished second in the tournament a year ago, seven shots behind

Ohio State's Rose Jones. She won the
tournament three years ago as a freshman in a record 143 strokes. Green has
an 80.3 stroke average so far this season with a low round of 77.
Graff, who finished 17th a year ago,
has an 82.3 stroke average thus far and
has the lowest round shot, 73, by any
Marshall golfer this season.
Bunton said Green and Graff
already have spots on the team, but the
remaining
three spots are "up in the
. ,,
811'.

Green Gals
to encounter
stiff competition
By Jim Hooker

Saturday the women's tennis team will be facing what
assistant coach Pat Clay said would probably he stiff competition at Ohio State with Cincinnati.
However, Clay said the Green Gals should be able to
compete with them."
While Clay said he could only go by what he saw when he
played against Ohio State for Marshall, he said both teams
were probably "really good."
The women met some stiff competition on the road Tuesday and Wednesday at West Virginia University and
Morehead State, respectively.
At WVU, the Marshall women lost 5-4 in what Clay
called an "even match."
The two teams split the singles competition 3-3 with
Marshall's Lorene Burkhart, freshman, winning at
num her one singles, sophomore Mary Jo Miller winning at
number four and sophomore Cindy Chandler winning the
number six singles match.
Marshall's Amy Wildermuth, sophomore, and Miller
won at number two doubles.
WVU won the number one and three doubles matches to
win the team match.
At Morehead the competition got stiffer and the Green
Gals lost 8-1.
Number three singles player Kelly Myers, junior, was
the only Marshall winner at Morehead.
"We expected a very difficult match," Clay said.
The women "didn't play good and they didn't play bad,
they just played average," he said. "They were playing
some pretty good people."
Marshall goes to Saturday's match with a 2-7 record.

SCORECARD
Wednesday, April 14
At Xavier University
Marshall 000 510 0 6 10 3
Xavier 313 113 x 12 12 3
L-Bret Mavis(Ui), Steve Verrone(4) and Vance
Bunn; W-Kelly and Nichting. 2B-Terry
Adkins(M), Shallow(X), Spoerl(X): Frey(X). HRDan Culicerto(M).
Marshall 502 90 16 13 0
Xavier 001 10 2 3 0

W-Todd Wullenweber and Bunn; L-Rusch,
Smith(l) and Traub. 2B-Todd Sager(M), Rick
J aegle(M) . HR -Sager(M), Chip Cook(M)·,
Bunn(M).

Mark Groves, John Gonzalea, Mike Dodge, members of the track team which wlll be comJoe Sassier, Brent Archer and Cris Gibson petlng this weekend. Photo by Merla Dawson
stop for a chat outside of Hodges Hall. Gon- Broomes
zales, Dodge , Sassier and Gibson are

Tracksters to compete in meet
By Shawn Holliday

"I would anticipate about.20-25 men's teams, but
it may not be that many," he said.
The men's track team will run in "anothei:: ~op
O'Donnell said hurdler Bra d Hansen, Silver
quality meet," at Lexington, Ky., in the Ken- Spring, Md., freshman , will he back and will run.
tucky Relays today and Saturday, according to · Long jumper Jim Bishoff, Belpre, Ohio, sophohead coach Rod O'Donnell.
more, strained a hamstring muscle earlier in the
"It's not quite a's good as the Dogwood outdoor season, and will not-run, O'Donnell said.
(Relays), but it's definitely a top flight meet," "He could jump, but we're going to hold him back
O'Donnell said. "It's the last tune-up before the for the conference meet," he said. "But everybSouthem Conference (Championship meet) for ody else will he ready to go."
us. So we hope to do well in it."
Cris Gibson, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, junior,
East TenneBBee State University, University and Joe Sassier, Ashtabula, Ohio, senior, who
of Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky University were both out earlier in the season with injuries,
were the only teams O'Donnell said he was cer- are now almost completly healthy, O'Donnell
tain would he competing in the Kentucky Relays. said. "They're getting there," he said.

Herd signs junior college guard
A 6-2 all-conference junior college guard from Region 2.2 All-Tournament team.
Before playing at Gadsden, Nelson played at
Gadsden Junior College in Alabama announced
Ensley High School in Birmingham, Ala.
Wednesday that he signed with Marshall.
Nelson is the second player to announce intenRod Nelson, who averaged 16.6 points per game,
is a 54 percent field goal shooter and had 173 tions of playing for Marshall. John Amendola, a
assists and 448 collegiate career points. Nelson 6-4 guard from Weir High School in Weirton,
was named to the All-Conference team in the Ala- announced Tuesday he will sign with the Herd.
Mac Yates, Marshall sports information direcbama Junior College League, the All Region Junior College Team in Region 22 and was Gadsden's tor, said the MU coaching staff expects to sign a
·
MVP and leading scorer. He was also named to the few more players soon.
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Fee increase not a problem for med school
By Terri Bar geloh
A medical education ie still an "inex•
pensive" investment, although the tui·
tion and fees for medical students will
increase by more the.n 80 percent next
fall, Robert W. Coon, dean of the School
of Medicine, said.
"Weighing the lifetime earnings and
job satisfaction in a medical profession, the cost is very reasonable," Coon
said.
The Board of Regents voted earlier

this month to in crease the resident
medical fees from $362.65 to $665 and
the non-resident fee from 902.65 to
$1,665.
Coon said the increases were "significant" and would cause additional
problems for many students who have
arranged a long-term budget for their
medical education, but said he anticipates no problems in keeping students
in medical programs or losing new
applicants.
"Overall, I do not anticipate any stu-

dent h aving to withdraw," Coon said.
"I favor inexpensive edu cation, "
" We'll continue to have lots of appli- Coon sai d. "High educatio nal costs discants. Even with the raise, Marsh all is coll)'age qualified students. Easy ecoa m ong the least expen sive medical nomic access is an important
com ponent."
schools."
Coon said since many medical stuHowever, he said even though he did
dents take out loans to cover the cost of not know the BOR was considering
their medical education they now will -such a significant increase in fees for
feel the burden of their debt more heav• next faU, that he was not surprised by
ily and will try to repay loans more their decision.
quickly. Thie will influence their deci•
"It was inevitable that our fees
sions of specialty and location of prac- would have to increase like everything
else has ," Coon said .
tice, he said.

Mini-Ads
ABORTION-'- Fin est medical care availabl e.
Call 7 a.m. to 10 p.rn. - Toll Fre&- 1- 800-438-3550.
ABORTIONS- 1- 24 week term inetlons.
Appts. mad e 7 day!-- QIU free 1-800-321·
0575.
APT. FOR SUMMER696-6920 or 696-69 12.

ACCIPTINO APPUCATIONI NOW- On e
or t wo bedroom apls, Summer 1nd/ or Fall.
Utilit ies paid. Mature living only . Com fortable, privat e, moderate cost. 525-1717or5253736.
COCKTAIL WAITRESS WANTED- Apply In
person after 8 pm -The 1896 Club.
LOST-

C

2 people min, Call

a

I

·Ahh, the.c are package
. . -- - -~ from home.a c a

c

::::J

7 aaaaa
naaa

Black rimmed Bilocals- Bl ack
HH Reward 696-2464,

.ca,. Betwe en TTW-

EFFICIENCY APT-One/ two bedroom.
Modern. Off street parking. AC/central
located- No pets! children. 525-3586,
'80 CAPRI- 4 cyl, 5 speed, Ale, A MIFM/ Gass, PI S, P/ B, 16K miles, $5200.- 429-

3656.
FOR SALE- Usedsofabed. Excellent condition. $125. Call 529-4807.
FOR RENT-Now accepting appli cat ions ror
1 or 2 bedroom apartments, furn ished .
Phon e S2~ 1641.

~-j

FULL OR PART TI ME EMPLOYMENTSports mihded In dividual for Sales cl erk.
Send resume to Box 143, Ceredo, WV 25507:

FURNIS HED BARBOURSVILLE EFFI CIENCY APT- to sublet for summer. Carpeting , air conditioni ng. Near Hunti ngton
Mall, and e short drive t.o campus. Call
Vaughn
736-6255 or 696-6753.

1

l

a,

KERA!IIIOS POTTERY SALE- on Student
Center Pta;z-a. April 19 and 20.

J

l

1971 CHEVELLE- 68,000 mlles. $595. Excellent condition . Call 525-3692 bel ore 9:15
am end after 11:30 pm .

1

I

NEW APARTMENTS- for married student s
on 6th Ave. Phone 529-3943.
NOW LEASING New Spicetree Apts.- Offi ce
at 1615 61h Ave. Phone 529-3902 weekdays
9-4:30 pm.
ONE BEDROOM APTS.- Only kitchen
furnished. New , need car. $235/one. 4294423.
.
THINK YOU'RE PflEONANT? Free tests 11
BIRTHRIGHT- con fidential, also prae1i cal
an d emotional supp ort. Hours 10a.m.• 1 p.m.
Mon.- Sal. A.18 8th . St. Rm.30 2. 523- 1212.
TOM OS MOPED- 1300 mil es. EXC"ellent
co nd ition, all opt ions- $500. fi rm. Call Andy
Fisch er 523-5756 or 69~6 147.
TWO APARTMENTS- for rent (1 ) -3 bedroom, newly remodeled- $3:10/mohth (2) 4
bedroom, newly remodeled $400/rnonth.
Call 529-6472 or 453-3581.
WILL DO TYPING- Excellent references.
Call 525-3134.

1

II

Now comes Miller time.

i
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Dance, movies and breakfast for $3

That's entertainment
By Kim Metz
A $3 weekend?
A formal dance, two movies and a
breakfast will be offered for $3 this weekend to residents of Twin Towers.
" Tow ere Weekend," sponsored by
Towers' resident advisers, etarts with a
formal dance from 8 p.m. until l a.m.
tonight at the Veteran of Foreign Ware
Post 1064 building, 729 Seventh Ave.
Resident Adviser Mary Helen
McMorran, Croes Lanes senior, said,
"The staff (of resident advisers) has
worked hard all year to raise money for
the weekend of event.a."
Couple tickets were sold in advance
for $3 but can etill be obtained for $4 at

the door and single tickets will be $3.
Ticket.a were sold in Twin To were' lobbies Monday through Thureday. At
least one person in the coupJe must be a
resident of Twin Towers, McMorran
said.
Mixers and ice will be sold at the
dance but it is a "BYOB" party,
McMorran said.
The firetlOO couples at the dance will
receive a peach or a white carnation,
he said. Student participation and
having a good time ie the main thing
the advisers are emphasizing; she said.
"I am sort of disappointed in the
number of ticket.a sold but a lot of people put off buying tickets," she said.
"However, l expect a last minute burst.

CALENDAR
The Spelunkers will meet 7:30 p.m. Monday in Room 12-B of the
Women's Gym. "The Latest in Vertical Techniques" is the program
to be presented by Kyle Isenhart. Anyone interested may attend.
"The Great Santini" starring Robert Duvall is scheduled for 3, 7
and 9:15 p.m. Friday in the Science Building Auditorium. The ani- ·
mated "Lord of the Rings" is scheduled for 3 and 7 p.m. Sunday in
the Science Building Auditorium also: Students with a validated
student ID and activity card will be admitted free. WithjustMUID,
cost is $1.25. For the public, cost is $2.25. For the Sunday movei,
children will be admitted for $1.25.

The Greg Greenway Band, which plays in the soft rock style of
Crosby Stills and Nash, will appear at the Sundown Coffeehouse
Friday from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m and Saturday from 9 p.m. to midnight.

--,.

Senate
commends
election
commission

The staff worked really hard and I
hope we get the turnout."
The VFW Post 1064 building holds
300 people but McMorran said she only
estimates 200 to attend.
The weekend of events also includesa breakfast s ·aturday morning from 10ll a.m. in the cafeteria's special dinning
room. Only those persons with a ticket
stub will be permitted to eat at that
time, she said.
McMorran said a special deal was
made with cafeteria employees to
reserve the dinning room and offer a
special breakfast menu of fruit salad,
cinnamon rolls and regular breakfast
items.
The weekend will conclude Saturday

{£he

A widedly funny who'll-do-it.

DEATHTRAP
~

Qllub

Special Prices 8-9 on Fri. and Sat.

-It's Different-

pONDti\OSA.
SiEAKHOUSE

T-BONE STEAK
DINNER

$J.79
C()UPON

T-BONE STEAK
DINNER

T-BONE STEAK

Sen ,etJ wi1h • Baked Purato

n ·c:d wilh • Baked Po 1.a10
• All-You-Can -Eal ~ lad Bar
• Wa.r:n Ro ll with BulILT

$3_79·

A resolution to "commend and con·

night with the showing of two movies
in Twin Towers East's television
lounge.
A television casset of the movie "Airplane" and "The God.father" will he
shown beginning at 7:30 p.m .
McMorran said to attend the movies
a ticket stub or a meal card must be
shown to prove residency in either
Towers.
"We are trying to reach all of Twin
Towers' residents to make living in
Towers extra s:eecial," McMorran said.
"We think it is a nice place to live and
hope the re idente do too."
Approximately $700 was rai ed
throughout the year by Towers' resident advisers to fund the weekend.

1895

COUPOH UST-ACCOMPANY PURCHASE

By Ruth Giachino

gratulate" the election commission on
their attempt to make Student Government more acce88ible to the students
passed in Tuesday's Student Senate
meeting.
Michael L Queen, Clarskburg freshman, sponsored the resolution. "It is
evident by the amount of voters turnout that the election commissioners
did a good job," Queen said.
He said that the voter turnout
reached a high of 22 percent. "In the
recent Student Government election
the Election Commission initiated four
more election polls which made Student Government more accessible to
the student body," Queen, xeeidence
ball senator said.
Senators Joseph Caro, Huntington
sophomore; Chris Bum.side, Huntington sophomore; Thomae D. Maxwell,
Wheeling sophomore; and Ronald Salmons, Hamlin junior, all abstained in
voting for the resolution.
"The extra polls were good, but due to
the fact that they (the Election Commi·
sion) c::loeed University Height.a early
they did not do a good job," Caro said.

Towers' style

• All-Yo u-Ca n ~ I 3.lacl Bar
• w arm Roll ith Buni:r •

DINNER

$3.79

...., l:u-t:4'-1:1&--

WAU DISNff_,_,

R9BlNHOOD

Corner of 3rd Ave. & 12th Street.

